An object-oriented library for computational protein design.
Recent advances in computational protein design have established it as a viable technique for the rational generation of stable protein sequences, novel protein folds, and even enzymatic activity. We present a new and object-oriented library of code, written specifically for protein design applications in C(++), called EGAD Library. The modular fashion in which this library is written allows developers to tailor various energy functions and minimizers for a specific purpose. It also allows for the generation of novel protein design applications with a minimal amount of code investment. It is our hope that this will permit labs that have not considered protein design to apply it to their own systems, thereby increasing its potential as a tool in biology. We also present various uses of EGAD Library: in the development of Interaction Viewer, a PyMOL plug-in for viewing interactions between protein residues; in the repacking of protein cores; and in the prediction of protein-protein complex stabilities.